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are O(n logn + ndd=2e) for simplicial diagrams and O(ndd=2e logd�1 n) for L1-diagrams.Keywords: Computational geometry, Voronoi diagram, polyhedral distance func-tion.1 IntroductionVoronoi diagrams are among the most fundamental constructs in computational ge-ometry, and, as such, have been studied a lot during the past two decades. Most ofthese studies, however, concentrated on Voronoi diagrams in the plane, with only fewstudies of diagrams in higher dimensions.We assume in this paper familiarity of the reader with the standard de�nitionand properties of Voronoi diagrams. They can be found in basic textbooks on com-putational geometry [7, 14, 15, 16], and in several survey papers [3, 12]. There aremany variants of Voronoi diagrams. The three main parameters that can vary are(i) the type of sites de�ning the diagram (points, lines, etc.), (ii) the metric de�ningthe distance to a site, and (iii) the dimension d. The `classical' case is when thesites are points and the metric is euclidean. In this case, a standard lifting trans-form into IEd+1 implies that the maximum combinatorial complexity of the diagramis �(ndd=2e). However, for other metrics, or for other kinds of sites, this analysis doesnot apply. In this paper we will only consider Voronoi diagrams for point sites, sothe only relevant parameters for us are the metric and the dimension.As observed in [8], the Voronoi diagram of a set S of n sites in IRd can be in-terpreted as the lower envelope of a set of n d-variate functions, each measuring thedistance from an arbitrary point of IRd to a site of S. Under reasonable assumptionsconcerning the shape of the sites and the metric, these functions are (piecewise) al-gebraic of some �xed degree. Hence, applying the recent results of [18] concerningthe complexity of the lower envelope of such a collection of functions, we immedi-ately conclude that the complexity of the Voronoi diagram is O(nd+"), for any " > 0,where the constant of proportionality depends on ", d, and the maximum degree ofthe relevant functions. Since this is a much weaker bound than the one known forthe euclidean case, one might be tempted to conjecture that the actual complexityof the diagram is smaller, perhaps close to O(ndd=2e) for fairly general point sites andmetrics. This conjecture has been con�rmed at least for d = 2, where linear boundson the complexity of the diagram are known in fairly general settings. Unfortunately,a recent construction due to Aronov [1] shows that, for convex polyhedral sites ind � 3 dimensions, the Voronoi diagram can have 
(nd�1) complexity, even under theeuclidean metric. However, no such construction is known for point sites. Note alsothat, for d = 3, Aronov's construction does not violate the above conjecture.Surprisingly, very little is known about generalized Voronoi diagrams in higherdimensions. Recently, Chew et al. [5] have shown that the complexity of the Voronoi2



diagram of a set of n lines in IR3 under a convex polyhedral distance function (seebelow for a precise de�nition), induced by a convex polytope with a constant numberof faces, is O(n2�(n) log n). Thus the conjecture holds in this case. The simpler case,of point sites under similar distance functions, has not yet been investigated, and thispaper initiates the study of such diagrams.For certain technical reasons, the case of point sites is harder to analyze than thecase of lines in 3-space. We have not been able to come up with a sharp bound forpoint sites and arbitrary polyhedral distance functions, even in IR3. Nevertheless, wemanaged to substantiate the conjecture in the following special cases:� We show that the maximum complexity of the Voronoi diagram of n points inIR3 under the L1 metric is �(n2).� We show that the maximum complexity of the Voronoi diagram of n points inIRd under the L1 metric is �(ndd=2e).� We show that the maximum complexity of the Voronoi diagram of n points inIRd under a simplicial distance function is also �(ndd=2e).In these bounds we assume that the given sites are in general position with respect tothe relevant distance function (see below for a precise de�nition). It is interesting tonote that this requirement is essential for the bounds to hold. We give examples ofpoint sets in degenerate con�gurations for which the complexity of their L1-Voronoidiagrams is much larger.To obtain the bound concerning L1-Voronoi diagrams, we �rst derive a relatednew bound on the complexity of the union of n axis-parallel hypercubes in IRd. Weshow that if the hypercubes have arbitrary sizes then the maximum complexity oftheir union is �(ndd=2e), for d � 1. If all the hypercubes have the same size thenthe maximum complexity of their union is �(nbd=2c), for d � 2. These results wereknown, and are easy to derive, for d = 1; 2. An alternative proof of a linear boundfor equal-size cubes in IR3 has been around for the past several years, but was notpublished.The proofs of these bounds borrow ideas from the preceding paper [5]. The mainingredient of most of the proofs is a new technique for obtaining recurrence relation-ships for the number of vertices of the union, which is a special case of a more generalanalysis technique recently developed by Tagansky [19]. This technique is obtainedby modifying and simplifying the proof technique developed in [10, 18] for the analy-sis of lower envelopes of multivariate functions. This improved technique has alreadybeen used in [2, 5, 19] to obtain improved combinatorial bounds for the complexityof various substructures in arrangements and related problems.Finally, we propose on-line algorithms to compute the Voronoi diagram of npoints in IRd under a simplicial or L1 distance function. Their randomized ex-pected running times are, respectively, O(n log n + ndd=2e) for simplicial diagrams,and O(ndd=2e logd�1 n) for L1-diagrams. 3



2 PreliminariesLet P be a convex polytope in IRd with a reference point o in its interior. A homotheticcopy of P , having the form a+ �P for a 2 IRd and � 2 IR, is called a placement of P .The placement a+ �P is said to be centered at a and scaled by factor �. We de�nethe distance induced by P from a point a to a point b as the smallest scaling factor� such that b belongs to the placement a+ �P . That is,dP (a; b) = minf� : b 2 a+ �Pg:We refer to dP as a (convex) polyhedral distance function (induced by P ). Note thatdP (a; b) is not symmetric, and thus is not a metric, unless P admits a center ofsymmetry and this center is chosen as the reference point.Let S be a set of n points in IRd and P be a convex polytope with m facets. TheVoronoi diagram VorP (S) of S for the distance dP is de�ned as the decomposition ofIRd into Voronoi cells, one for each point of S, where the Voronoi cell V (si) of a pointsi 2 S is the set of points of IRd which are closer to si, under the distance functiondP , than to any other point in S; that is,V (si) = fp 2 IRd j dP (p; si) � dP (p; sj) 8sj 2 S:gEach cell V (si) is a star-shaped, generally nonconvex, d-polyhedron. More generally,for 1 � k � d+1, consider the locus of points p such that p is equidistant (under dP ) tothe points of a subset Sk of cardinality k of S, and such that p is strictly closer to thepoints of Sk than to any other point in S nSk. This locus is a (d�k+1)-dimensionalpiecewise linear surface, and each of its faces (of any dimension) is a face of the Voronoidiagram VorP (S). (For this locus to have this dimension, the points of S must lie ingeneral position with respect to P|see below for a precise de�nition and section 7for further discussion.) The complexity of the Voronoi diagram VorP (S) is de�ned asthe total number of its faces of all dimensions. If we assume general position, theneach face of VorP (S) must have at least one vertex, and each vertex is incident toonly a constant number of faces of any dimension. It follows that the complexity ofthe diagram is proportional to the number of its vertices, so we will concentrate inthe foregoing analysis on bounding the number of vertices of the diagram.We denote placements a+ �P of P by P̂ = P̂ (a; �). A placement P̂ is said to befree if it contains no points of S in its interior. If f is a face of P , f̂ refers to thecorresponding face of P̂ . If a point p 2 S belongs to a facet f̂ of P̂ , the pair (p; f) issaid to be a contact pair of the placement P̂ . A point p is said to be a simple contactpoint of P̂ if it belongs to the relative interior of some facet f̂ of P̂ . A point p of Swhich belongs to the relative interior of a face of P̂ of codimension k, is said to be acontact point with multiplicity k. Thus, a contact point with multiplicity k is involvedin at least k contact pairs (and exactly k contact pairs if the polytope P is simple).The set IP of all placements of a polytope P is a (d + 1)-dimensional manifold.The set of placements such that a given point p belongs to the hyperplane which is4



the a�ne hull of a facet f̂ is a hyperplane in IP and the set of placements P̂ suchthat p belongs to a speci�c facet f̂ is a d-polytope.In the following, we shall assume that the set S is in general position with respectto the distance dP . Formally , this means that the following property holds:Let P̂ be any placement of P , which involves contacts with points in somesubset S 0 � S. For each q 2 S 0, let f̂q be the face of P̂ of smallestdimension, say jq, that q touches. The locus of placements of P at whichq touches f̂q is a portion of a (jq + 1)-dimensional at, Hq, in IP . Thenthe ats fhqgq2S0 must be linearly independent, in the sense that theirintersection has codimension Pq2S0(d� jq).This implies that no placement P̂ of P has any redundant contact point, namelya point whose removal from S 0 does not gain new degrees of freedom for placementsof P in the vicinity of P̂ , at which all other contacts are maintained. For example, iftwo points touch the relative interior of the same facet of P̂ then any of these pointsis redundant. Similarly, if P has two pairs of parallel facets and there is a placementP̂ at which each of these four facets touches a point of S, then each of those fourpoints is redundant. Indeed, let the four contact points be s1; s2; s3; s4, so that s1 ands2 touch parallel facets and so do s3 and s4. If we remove s4, say, then the contacts ofs1 and s2 �x the scaling factor of P̂ . Hence the contact of s3 with P̂ �xes the planecontaining the facet that s4 touches, so we get the same degrees of freedom regardlessof whether s4 is present or not. Thus none of these con�gurations can arise when Sis in general position.A consequence of the general position assumption is that the multiplicities of thecontact points of any placement sum up to at most to d+ 1.A placement whose contact points multiplicities sum up to d + 1 is called a rigidplacement. The free rigid placements of P are centered at the vertices of the Voronoidiagram VorP (S), and each vertex is the center of such a placement, as follows easilyfrom the de�nitions. The free rigid placements of P with d+1 distinct contact pointsare centered at what we call the regular vertices of the diagram. The center of such aplacement is a point of IRd which is equidistant (under DP ) to d+ 1 points of S andcloser to these points than to any other point of S. Any other vertex of the diagram iscalled singular; it corresponds to a free rigid placement of P at which some points of Slie on lower-dimensional faces of P̂ . More generally, points in a k-face of the Voronoidiagram are centers of maximal free placements whose contact points multiplicitiessum up to d+ 1� k. The k-face is regular if all points in these contacts are distinct,and singular otherwise. The general position assumption implies that each (regularor singular) Voronoi vertex is incident to d + 1 Voronoi edges, and, more generally,that each k-face, for 0 � k � d, of VorP (S) is incident to d + 1 � k (k + 1)-Voronoifaces. Thus the number of faces of the Voronoi diagram incident to each vertex isbounded by a constant depending on d. Hence, as already mentioned above, boundingthe complexity of the Voronoi diagram reduces to bounding the number of Voronoivertices and thus the number of free rigid placements.5



3 The Complexity of the Union of Axis-ParallelHypercubes in IRdIn this section we obtain a result that will be needed in our analysis of L1-Voronoidiagrams, but which is interesting in its own right.Let C be a set of n axis-parallel hypercubes in IRd. Let A(C) denote the arrange-ment of these hypercubes, and let U(C) denote their union. We may assume, with noloss of generality, that the given hypercubes are in general position, meaning that notwo distinct facets of the hypercubes lie in a common hyperplane. Otherwise, we canalways perturb them slightly, so as to put them in general position, in such a waythat the number of faces of the union does not decrease. (This holds for hypercubesof arbitrary sizes. If all the hypercubes have the same size, and we want to maintainthis property under the perturbation, then a more re�ned argument, which we omithere, shows that there is no loss of generality in assuming general position in this casetoo.) We want to bound the combinatorial complexity of U(C), which we measureby the number of vertices of the union (the number of all other faces of the union isclearly proportional to the number of vertices, where the constant of proportionalitydepends only on d, when the hypercubes are in general position). The main result ofthis section is:Theorem 3.1 The maximum number of vertices of the union of n axis-parallel hy-percubes in IRd is �(ndd=2e), for d � 1. If all the given hypercubes have the samesize, then the maximum number of vertices of their union is �(nbd=2c), for d � 2 (itremains O(n) for d = 1). The constants of proportionality depend on d.3.1 The upper boundsWe �rst prove the upper bounds by induction on d. The bounds hold for d = 1; 2.This is trivial for d = 1 and follows for d = 2 from the results of [11], or by a simplerand more direct proof, which we omit here. Fix d � 3, assume that the theorem holdsfor all d0 � d � 1, and let C be a collection of n axis-parallel hypercubes in IRd, asabove.For each hypercube c 2 C, de�ne x+j (c), x�j (c) to be, respectively, the largest andsmallest xj-coordinate of the points in c, for j = 1; : : : ; d. Any hypercube c 2 C hastwo facets normal to the xj-axis, for each j = 1; : : : ; d, lying on the two respectivehyperplanes xj = x+j (c), xj = x�j (c). The facet at x+j (c) is said to be positive (facingthe positive xj direction as we leave c) and the facet at x�j (c) is said to be negative.We use the following notational system for representing vertices of the arrangementof the given hypercubes. For a given ordered d-tuple, (c1; c2; : : : ; cd), of hypercubesin C, let c�j be one of the symbols cj , cj, for j = 1; : : : ; d. The tuple (c�1; c�2; : : : ; c�d)represents the intersection point p of the facets f1; : : : ; fd, where fj is a facet of cjnormal to the xj-axis; it is the positive facet if c�j = cj and the negative facet if6



c�j = cj. Whenever we use this notation, we assume implicitly that the intersectionpoint p exists (and is then unique). The intersection point p is said to be positive ifall the intersecting facets are positive.Such an intersection point (or, rather, a vertex of A(C)) is said to be outer if it iscontained in a (d � 2)-face of some hypercube, and inner otherwise. If (c�1; : : : ; c�d) isan inner vertex then the hypercubes c1; : : : ; cd are distinct.A vertex of A(C) is said to be a k-level vertex if it is contained in the interiorsof exactly k of the hypercubes in C. The vertices of the (boundary of the) union are0-level vertices. Let Vk(C) denote the number of inner k-level vertices of A(C), andlet Dk(C) denote the number of outer k-level vertices. We also denote by Vk(n; d)the maximum of Vk(C) over all possible collections of n axis-parallel hypercubes inIRd, and, similarly, denote by Dk(n; d) the maximum of Dk(C) over all possible suchcollections of hypercubes.We �rst estimate the number of outer vertices of the union U(C). Such an outervertex p belongs to at least one (d � 2)-face of some hypercube c 2 C. Since everyhypercube contains only 2d(d � 1) such (d � 2)-faces, we can reduce the problem to2nd(d � 1) `smaller' problems, as follows. Fix a (d � 2)-face f of some hypercubec 2 C, and letK be the a�ne hull of f . Form the intersectionsK\c0, for c0 2 C�fcg.These are n � 1 axis-parallel hypercubes in the (d � 2)-dimensional space K (and ifthe hypercubes of C are of equal size, so are these intersection hypercubes). Anyouter vertex of U(C) that lies on f is clearly an (inner or outer) vertex of the unionof these intersection hypercubes. It follows thatD0(n; d) � 2nd(d � 1)�D�0(n� 1; d� 2) + V �0 (n � 1; d � 2)�where the functions D� and V � count, respectively, only outer and inner vertices ofthe union which lie inside some �xed (d�2)-dimensional hypercube. By the inductionhypothesis, we haveD�0(n� 1; d � 2) + V �0 (n� 1; d � 2) = O(nd(d�2)=2e) :If the hypercubes are of equal size, then we haveD�0(n� 1; d � 2) + V �0 (n� 1; d � 2) = O(nb(d�2)=2c) :Indeed, this holds for d = 3, because the complexity of the union of equal intervalson a line, intersected with another interval of the same length, is O(1). For d > 3,the bound follows by the induction hypothesis. Hence we obtainD0(n; d) = O(ndd=2e) ; (1)for hypercubes of arbitrary sizes, andD0(n; d) = O(nbd=2c) ; (2)for equal-size hypercubes. 7



In what follows we will also need a bound on D1(n; d). This is easy to obtain by astandard application of the Clarkson-Shor probabilistic technique [6] (using a randomsample of, say, n=2 of the hypercubes). This yields, as is easily veri�ed,D1(n; d) = O(ndd=2e) ; (3)for hypercubes of arbitrary sizes, andD1(n; d) = O(nbd=2c) ; (4)for equal-size hypercubes.We next estimate the number of inner vertices of the union. Let p be a 0-levelinner vertex, and assume, without loss of generality, that p is positive and has therepresentation (c1; : : : ; cd). For each coordinate xj, we will slide from p along anedge ej in the negative xj direction. This edge is contained in the intersection of thecorresponding d� 1 positive facets of the hypercubes ck, for k = 1; : : : ; d and k 6= j.As we start tracing ej from p in the negative xj-direction, we enter the hypercube cj.We stop the sliding process as soon as we �rst encounter one of the following threetypes of events:(i) Wemeet the negative facet of cj at the 0-level vertex (c1; : : : ; cj�1; cj; ; cj+1; : : : ; cd).This can happen only if cj is smaller than the other d�1 hypercubes. For equal-size hypercubes, this cannot happen.(ii) We meet another facet (necessarily the negative facet orthogonal to the xj-axis)of one of the hypercubes ck, for some 1 � k � d and k 6= j, at the 1-level outervertex (c1; : : : ; cj�1; �ck; cj+1; : : : ; cd), which is contained in the interior of cj .(iii) We meet a new hypercube c0 at a (necessarily positive) 1-level inner vertex p0,contained in the interior of cj and represented by (c1; : : : ; cj�1; c0; cj+1; : : : ; cd).We say that p0 and p are neighbors (in the arrangement A(C)).If we encounter an event of type (i), we simply ignore this edge, and do not use it inour charging scheme that we are about to describe. As just noted, at most one suchedge will be ignored.If we encounter an event of type (ii), we charge the 1-level outer vertex by oneunit. Since we can reach the outer vertex (c1; : : : ; cj�1; �ck; cj+1; : : : ; cd) from an innervertex only along one of the two corresponding facets of ck (in a direction normal tothe other facet), this outer vertex can be charged, by type (ii) events, at most twice,for a total of 2 units (recall that ck is the unique hypercube appearing more thanonce in the tuple representing the outer vertex).If we encounter an event of type (iii), we charge the 1-level inner vertex p0 by oneunit. The problem is that the vertex p0 may be charged in up to d events of type (iii),and we need to account for such multiple charges. Suppose that p0 is charged by w ofits 0-level inner neighbors. If w = 1 (or w = 0) then p0 pays one unit of charge for its8



unique charging neighbor (or does not pay at all). If w > 1, we will distribute w � 1of the w units that p0 is charged with to other outer vertices, so that p0 still has topay only one unit of charge.Suppose that p0 is positive, has the representation (c1; : : : ; cd), and is containedin the interior of c0. Suppose that p1 = (c0; c2; c3; : : : ; cd) and p2 = (c1; c0; c3; : : : ; cd)are two 0-level inner neighbors of p0. Let h be the 2-dimensional plane xi = x+i (ci),for i = 3; : : : ; d, which contains the three vertices p0, p1, p2. Let r be the axis-parallelrectangle in h having these points as three of its vertices (see Figure 1). For eachhypercube c 2 C, let s(c) = c \ h. The collection S of the nonempty intersectionsof this form is a set of at most n axis-parallel squares in h. By construction, thetwo edges p1p0, p2p0 of r do not cross the boundary of any square in S. Let q bethe fourth corner of r. Clearly, q is an outer vertex of A(C) with the representationq = (c0; c0; c3; : : : ; cd). v vv v v vv vv.... ....6 -
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x1 Nonempty rectangle rFigure 1: Charging outer vertices within the rectangle p1p2If r does not intersect the interior of any hypercube other than c0, then q is a0-level outer vertex of A(C), to which we pass 1 unit of charge from p0. The vertexq can be charged in this manner at most once. Indeed, given q, there is only one 2-dimensional plane in which q can be charged: this is the plane passing through q andspanned by the normal directions of the unique pair of facets in the representationof q that belong to the same hypercube (recall that c0; c3; : : : ; cd are all distinct, byconstruction). Moreover, r is the unique maximal rectangle in c0 \ h with corner qwhich is disjoint from (the interior of) any other square in S. This implies that q canbe charged at most once, namely, only by the opposite corner of r.If the rectangle r meets some other square of S, let q0 be the point in r \ U(C 0)closest to p0, where C0 = C � fc0; c1; : : : ; cdg. Note that q0 cannot lie on the edgesp1p0 or p2p0, since these edges do not cross any hypercube in C 0, and that q0 must bea 1-level outer vertex of A(C) having the representation (c0; c0; c3; : : : ; cd), for somec0 2 C 0; see Figure 1. Let r0 be the axis-parallel rectangle in h having p0 and q0 as9



opposite corners. Again, (the interior of) r0 is contained only in the interior of c0,and meets no other hypercube of C. We pass 1 unit of charge from p0 to q0. We claimthat, in this case too, q0 can be charged in this manner at most once. Indeed, givenq0, there is only one 2-dimensional plane h in which q0 can be charged, which is shownby the same argument given above (since c0; c3; : : : ; cd are all distinct). Moreover, r0is the unique maximal rectangle in c0 \ h with corner q0 which is disjoint from (theinterior of) any other square in S and lies in the quadrant of q0 opposite to thatcontaining q. This implies, as above, that q0 can be charged at most once, namely,only by the opposite corner of r0. Together with the previous charges in the case oftype (ii) events, any 1-level outer vertex of A(C) can be charged a total of 3 units.If the vertex p0 has w > 1 0-level inner neighbors, the number of pairs of theseneighbors is always at least w � 1, so there is no problem in distributing w � 1 unitsof charge from p0 to nearby outer vertices, in the manner described above.Summing up the charges, each 0-level inner vertex p receives at least d� 1 units,by sliding in all directions parallel to the coordinate axes, with the possible exceptionof one direction in which we encounter a type (i) event (for equal-size hypercubes, palways receives d units). Each 0-level outer vertex pays at most 1 unit, each 1-levelouter vertex pays at most 3 units, and each 1-level inner vertex pays at most 1 unit.We can thus conclude that(d� 1)V0(C) � V1(C) + 3D1(C) +D0(C) ; (5)for hypercubes of arbitrary sizes, anddV0(C) � V1(C) + 3D1(C) +D0(C) ; (6)for equal-size hypercubes. We can now apply the following probabilistic argument,similar to that used in [5, 19]. In the case of hypercubes of arbitrary sizes, we haven� 1n V0(C) = n� dn V0(C) + d� 1n V0(C) �n� dn V0(C) + 1nV1(C) + 3nD1(C) + 1nD0(C)= E(V0(R)) +O(ndd=2e�1) ;whereR is a random sample of n�1 hypercubes of C, and whereE denotes expectationwith respect to the choice of R (see (1), (3)). For the case of equal-size hypercubes,we obtain, in much the same way, the improved recurrence (see (2), (4))V0(C) � E(V0(R)) +O(nbd=2c�1) :We can thus write, for the case of hypercubes of arbitrary sizes, the recurrencen� 1n V0(n; d) � V0(n� 1; d) +O(ndd=2e�1) ;10



whose solution, for d � 3, is easily seen to beV0(n; d) = O(ndd=2e) :For the case of equal-size hypercubes, we obtain the recurrenceV0(n; d) � V0(n� 1; d) +O(nbd=2c�1) ;whose solution, for d � 2, is easily seen to beV0(n; d) = O(nbd=2c) :This completes the proof of the upper bounds.3.2 The lower boundsWe next prove the lower bound for equal-size hypercubes, by constructing the fol-lowing set C of m� hypercubes ck;i , for k = 1; : : : ;� and i = 1; : : : ;m, in IR2�, forinteger parameters m, �. Set M > m and, for j = 1; : : : ; 2�, let the xj-coordinateof the center of the hypercube ck;i be8><>: iM j = 2k � 1 or j = 2k2 j is odd and j 6= 2k � 10 j is even and j 6= 2k.The common size of all these hypercubes is 2.Let V be the set of the following m� points in IR2�:vi1;:::;i� = � i1M + 1; i1M � 1; : : : ; i�M + 1; i�M � 1� ;where ik 2 f1; : : : ;mg, for k = 1; : : : ;�. For each r 2 f1; 2; : : : ;�g we have, as iseasily veri�ed, x�j (cr;ir) � xj(vi1;:::;i�) � x+j (cr;ir) for j = 1; : : : ; 2� ;with two of the inequalities being equalities (for x+2r�1(cr;ir) and x�2r(cr;ir)). Thuseach point v 2 V lies on a (d � 2)-face of each of the � hypercubes cr;ir andis thus an outer vertex of A(C), which is represented, in the above notation, as(c1;i1; c1;i1; : : : ; c�;i�; c�;i�). Next we note that, for k = 1; : : : ;� and for q > ik, wehave x2k(vi1;:::;i�) = ikM � 1 < qM � 1 = x�2k(ck;q) ;and for q < ik we havex2k�1(vi1;:::;i�) = ikM + 1 > qM + 1 = x+2k�1(ck;q) :11



Thus no point v 2 V lies in the interior of any hypercube, so they are all outervertices of S C. This is easily seen to prove the lower bound for equal-size axis-parallelhypercubes, in any dimension d � 2.To prove the lower bound for axis-parallel hypercubes of arbitrary sizes, it su�cesto consider the case where d is odd, say d = 2� + 1. Take the number M above tobe (m + 1)2. All the points in V � IR2� now lie in the interior of the hypercube b,whose center is at (1;�1; : : : ; 1;�1) and whose size is 2m+1 . Let s0 be the segmentin IR2�+1 connecting the origin with the point (0; : : : ; 0; 2), and let s0i � s0, for i =1; : : : ;m be the segment in IR2�+1 connecting (0; : : : ; 0; 2i�1m � 1m+1) and (0; : : : ; 0; 2i�1m +1m+1). De�ne the m� hypercubes ck;i in IR2�, as above, and embed them in thehyperplane x2�+1 = 0. Now de�ne, for each i and k, a new (2� + 1)-hypercube c0k;ias the Minkowski sum ck;i � s0. De�ne another collection fb01; : : : ; b0mg of m smallerhypercubes in IR2�+1, where b0i = b� s0i. We thus obtain a collection C of m(� + 1)hypercubes in IR2�+1. Associate with each vertex v 2 V the vertical edge v�s0, whichintersects the boundary of each of them pairwise-disjoint hypercubes b0i at points thatare clearly vertices of the union of C. This shows that S C has at least 2m�+1 vertices,thus establishing the lower bound for axis-parallel hypercubes of arbitrary sizes (inodd dimensions). Note that we only used two di�erent sizes in this construction. Thiscompletes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 24 The L1-Voronoi Diagram of Points in IRdIn this section, we study the complexity of the L1-Voronoi diagram of a set of npoints in IRd . The L1-distance function is the distance function associated with anaxis parallel hypercube in IRd whose side length is 2, where the reference point is thecenter of the hypercube. We show the following result:Theorem 4.1 The maximum complexity of the L1-Voronoi diagram of a set of npoints in IRd is �(ndd=2e), provided that the set is in general position with respect tothe L1-distance function.4.1 The upper boundLet S be a set of n points in general position in IRd, with respect to an axis-parallelhypercube C. We denote by Vor1(S) the Voronoi diagram of S under the L1-distance. Since C is a simple polytope, the discussion in Section 2 implies that avertex of Vor1(S) corresponds to a free rigid placement of C with exactly d + 1contact pairs. The vertex is regular if all the contact points are distinct, and singularotherwise. By the general position assumption, no facet of any placement Ĉ of C cancontain more than one point of S, and the d + 1 contact pairs involve d + 1 facetsof Ĉ. Since Ĉ has d pairs of parallel facets, a free rigid placement has at least twoparallel contact pairs, namely, contact pairs involving parallel facets. Moreover, by12



the general position assumption, there can be only one pair of parallel contacts pairs,as already noted. It follows that at this placement there is a vertex v of Ĉ incident tod (mutually orthogonal) facets of Ĉ, each containing a point of S. We can representĈ as Ĉ = fx j x�j (Ĉ) � xj � x+j (Ĉ); for j = 1; : : : ; dg ;where x+j (Ĉ)�x�j (Ĉ) = 2�(Ĉ) for all j, where �(Ĉ) is the scaling factor of Ĉ. With noloss of generality, assume that v is incident to the facets xj = x�j (Ĉ), for j = 1; : : : ; d,and that the facet xj = x�j (Ĉ) touches a point pj 2 S, for j = 1; : : : ; d (so v is thevertex of Ĉ all of whose coordinates are the smallest possible). As remarked above,these points do not have to be distinct: if k of the pj's are equal (to some p 2 S),then p lies on a (d � k)-face of Ĉ incident to v.We now shrink Ĉ towards v, keeping v �xed. We lose one contact of Ĉ with apoint, but retain the d remaining contact pairs (between the points p1; : : : ; pd and thecorresponding facets of Ĉ incident to v). We stop the shrinking when one of thesepoints comes to lie on another facet of Ĉ. With no loss of generality, assume thatthis is the point p1, and that the new facet it lies on is x2 = x+2 (Ĉ) (because eachnegative facet already has a contact, the new facet has to be a positive facet). Thenew placement that we have reached is free and rigid but singular. Let v0 be thevertex of Ĉ incident to the facets x1 = x�1 (Ĉ), x2 = x+2 (Ĉ), and xj = x�j (Ĉ), for allj = 3; : : : ; d. These facets are incident to the points p1, p3; : : : ; pd. We now shrinkĈ towards v0, losing the contact between p2 and the facet x2 = x�2 (Ĉ), but retainingthe other d contact pairs, and stop when one of the contacting points comes to lie onanother facet of Ĉ.We keep iterating this process. In the general step, just before starting a shrinkingprocess, we have some number, k, of remaining points, call them q1; : : : ; qk, suchthat each qi lies in the relative interior of some face fi of codimension ti, wherePki=1 ti = d+1. By the general position assumption, there is exactly one parallel pairof facets among the d+ 1 facets of Ĉ that are incident to the faces fi.Suppose �rst that in the present placement of Ĉ there is a face fi of codimension1 (that is, fi is a facet), and that fi is one of the pair of parallel facets. Then theremaining k�1 faces fj, for j 6= i, have a common vertexw, and we can keep shrinkingĈ towards w, losing only the one contact pair involving qi and maintaining the otherd contact pairs. We stop the shrinking, as above, when one of the other k � 1 pointscomes to lie on another facet of Ĉ.Suppose next that the preceding subcase does not occur. Let q1 and q2 be the two(distinct) points incident to the (unique) pair of parallel facets. By assumption, thecorresponding faces f1, f2 have each codimension at least 2. Hence, by the generalposition assumption, there are at least 3 coordinates, say x1, x2, x3, such that q1 isincident to a pair of facets orthogonal to the x1 and x3 axes, and q2 is incident to apair of facets orthogonal to the x2 and x3 axes. Let us �x the points q1 and q2 (thereare O(n2) choices for such a pair), and also �x the � � 3 coordinates such that thefacets incident to q1 and q2 are orthogonal to these coordinates (there is a constant13



number of such choices). Note that � is equal to the sum of the multiplicities ofthe two points involved in the parallel contact pairs minus 1. Then the scaling factor�0 = �(Ĉ) of Ĉ is �xed (under the above assumptions, it is equal to 12 jx3(q1)�x3(q2)j),and � coordinates of its center are also �xed. Hence the center of Ĉ must lie on anappropriate (d � �)-th dimensional at K. For each point p 2 S n fq1; q2g, let Ĉpbe the intersection of K with the cube p + �0C. It is easily checked that the centerof Ĉ in placements under consideration must be a vertex of the union of the equal-size axis-parallel hypercubes Ĉp. By Theorem 3.1, the number of such vertices isO(nb(d��)=2c), so the number of placements under consideration isO(n2) �O(nb(d��)=2c) = O(ndd=2e) ;since � � 3.To recap, the number of terminal placements of Ĉ that we can reach by ouriterated shrinking process is O(ndd=2e). This also includes the case where the iteratedshrinking process can continue all the way through, until the hypercube shrinks to apoint; the number of such terminal placements is clearly only O(n).We claim that any such terminal placement Ĉ can be reached from only a constantnumber of initial placements of C. To see this, suppose �rst that the shrinking processhas not terminated at a singleton hypercube. Pick a terminal placement Ĉ, andreverse the shrinking process: choose a vertex v of Ĉ incident to all but one of thed+1 facets touched by points of S. By construction, there is always at least one suchvertex at the end of a shrinking step, and the discarded facet is necessarily one of thepair of parallel contact facets. When we expand Ĉ from v, none of the points touchingĈ can enter into the interior of Ĉ (the point touching the discarded facet also touchesanother facet incident to v, so it remains on the boundary of Ĉ while we expand). Westop the expanding process when Ĉ hits another point, and then continue to expandfrom some (possibly di�erent) vertex of Ĉ. There are at most d expanding steps,and in each of them we have a constant number of choices for the vertex from whichwe expand, implying that only a constant number of initial placements (where theconstant depends on d) can reach the same terminal placement Ĉ. A similar (andactually simpler) argument also applies to the case where the terminal placement isa singleton hypercube.So far we have only counted vertices of the diagram, but the arguments in Section 2imply that the overall complexity of the diagram is proportional to the number of itsvertices, which thus completes the proof of the upper bound in Theorem 4.1.4.2 The lower boundWe next prove the lower bound in Theorem 4.1. We �rst give a su�cient conditionfor d + 1 points p1; p2; : : : ; pd+1 in IRd to lie on the boundary of some axis-parallel14



hypercube. The condition is:xi(pi) = min fxi(pj) j j = 1; : : : ; d + 1g ; for i = 1; : : : ; dx1(pd+1) = max fx1(pj) j j = 1; : : : ; d + 1gx1(pd+1)� x1(p1) = jjpd+1 � p1jj1 = max fjjpi � pj jj1 j i; j = 1; : : : d+ 1g : (7)Indeed, under this condition, p1; p2; : : : ; pd+1 are on the boundary of the hypercube cof size a(c) = jjpd+1 � p1jj1, and whose smallest xi-coordinate is x�i (c) = xi(pi), fori = 1; : : : ; d. (Notice that any ordered (d+1)-tuple of points that lie on the boundaryof a hypercube ful�lls the above condition, up to a permutation of the axes or of thepoints and up to inversion of the orientations of some of the axes.)Let us assume that the dimension d is odd. The idea of the construction is totake l = (d+ 1)=2 lines in IRd and n points on each line, such that any appropriatelyordered (d + 1)-tuple of points, formed by choosing a pair of consecutive points oneach of those lines, satis�es the above condition. Then, since any line intersectsthe boundary of a hypercube in at most two points, the hypercube passing throughthese d + 1 points is a free rigid placement for the whole set, which implies that thecomplexity of the L1-Voronoi diagram of this set is 
(ndd=2e). To implement thisidea, choose a real � such that 0 < � < 12n , and de�ne the following lines:- For r = 1; : : : ; l� 1, line �r is directed along vr = �e2r+Pi 6=2r ei (where ei de-notes the unit vector directed along the positive xi-axis) and passes through thepoint pr whose coordinates are all equal to 2 except that x2r�1(pr) = x2r(pr) = 0.- the last line �l is directed along vl = Pdi=1 ei and passes through the point plwhose coordinates are all equal to 2 except that x1(pl) = 4 and xd(pl) = 0.- for r = 1; : : : ; l, the n points on the line �r are the points pr(kr) = pr + kr�vrfor kr = 0; : : : ; n� 1It is now easy to verify that, for any choice of k1; k2; : : : ; kl in f0; : : : ; n� 1gl, the(d+1)-tuple fp1(k1); p1(k1+1); : : : ; pl(kl); pl(kl+1)g ful�lls the condition (7). Table 1shows the coordinates of the points in such a tuple for d = 5.Thus, if d is odd, the L1-Voronoi diagram of a set of n points in IRd can have
(ndd=2e) complexity in the worst case. The result obviously also holds for any evendimension d, by using the above construction in dimension d � 1.5 Voronoi Diagrams for Simplicial Distance Func-tionsIn this section, we consider the Voronoi diagram Vor�(S) of a point set S in IRd fora distance function d� induced by a d-simplex �, and prove the following:Theorem 5.1 The maximum complexity of the Voronoi diagram of a set of n pointsin IRd, under the distance function induced by a d-simplex, is �(ndd=2e), provided thatthe points are in general position with respect to the simplex.15



p1(k1) p1(k1 + 1) p2(k2) p2(k2 + 1) p3(k3) p3(k3 + 1)k1� (k1 + 1)� 2 + k2� 2 + (k2 + 1)� 4 + k3� 4 + (k3 + 1)��k1� �(k1 + 1)� 2 + k2� 2 + (k2 + 1)� 2 + k3� 2 + (k3 + 1)�2 + k1� 2 + (k1 + 1)� k2� (k2 + 1)� 2 + k3� 2 + (k3 + 1)�2 + k1� 2 + (k1 + 1)� �k2� �(k2 + 1)� 2 + k3� 2 + (k3 + 1)�2 + k1� 2 + (k1 + 1)� 2 + k2� 2 + (k2 + 1)� k3� (k3 + 1)�Table 1: A 6-tuple of points in IR5 used in the lower bound construction for L1-Voronoi diagrams5.1 The upper boundOur goal is to bound the number of free rigid (homothetic) placements of a d-simplex� among a set S of n points in general position with respect to �. Each free rigidplacement �̂ has d + 1 contact pairs involving 2 � k � d + 1 distinct contact pointss1; s2; : : : ; sk. Let �(si) be the multiplicity of the contact point si at this placement.Then, by the general position assumption, Pi=1;:::;k �(si) = d+ 1.The number of free rigid placements involving at most b(d + 1)=2c = dd=2e distinctcontact points is obviously O(ndd=2e). In particular, this also bounds the number offree rigid placements with all contact points having multiplicity � 2. The number offree rigid placements with two contact points of respective multiplicities 1 and d isO(n) (a contact point with multiplicity d arises when a vertex of �̂ touches a pointof S).Let us consider a free rigid placement �̂ with at least one simple contact point(i.e., with multiplicity 1) and with no contact point with multiplicity d. Let v̂ bea vertex of �̂ opposite to a facet f̂ touching a simple contact point. We shrink thesimplex towards v̂, dropping at once the contact pair involving f̂ but keeping theother d contact pairs. The shrinking process stops as soon as one of the contactpoints p reaches a new facet of �̂, thus augmenting the multiplicity of p by one.This shrinking scheme can be repeated as long as the free rigid placement has asimple contact point and no contact point with multiplicity d (in the latter case, theshrinking will collapse � to a single point). At the end, we reach either a free rigidplacement of � such that each contact point has multiplicity at least two, or a freerigid placement with two contact points of respective multiplicities 1 and d.Each such terminal placement can be reached from only a constant number, de-pending on d, of initial free rigid placements. To show this, we consider, as above,the reverse of the shrinking process. Each step of the reverse process expands �̂ froma vertex v̂, such that the facet f̂ opposite to v̂ does not touch any point with contactmultiplicity 1, and stop as soon as f̂ hits a new point of S. There are at most d16



expanding steps (actually, only about half as many steps), and at each step we havea constant number of choices, showing that the reverse process can reach at most aconstant number (depending on d) of free rigid placements. Thus, the number of freerigid placements is proportional to the number of terminal placements in the shrink-ing process, which, as argued above, is O(ndd=2e), thus proving the asserted upperbound.5.2 The lower boundWe prove the lower bound in a manner similar to that used for the L1-distance.Without loss of generality, we may assume that the simplex � de�ning the distanceis the simplex whose vertices are the origin and one point at positive unit abscissa oneach coordinate axis. Indeed, any simplex can be transformed into this simplex byan a�ne transformation, which does not change the combinatorial structure and thecomplexity of the Voronoi diagram.A su�cient condition for d+1 points in IRd to be contact points of a rigid placementof � is the following:xi(pi) = min fxi(pj) j j = 1; : : : ; d + 1g for i = 1; : : : ; dPdi=1 xi(pd+1) = max fPdi=1 xi(pj) j j = 1; : : : ; d + 1g : (8)As in the case of the L1-distance, we assume �rst that the dimension d is odd,and we choose (d + 1)=2 lines in IRd and n points on each line, such that any set ofd + 1 points, formed by choosing a pair of consecutive points on each of those lines,satis�es the above condition, for an appropriate permutation of the points. In fact,it is easily seen that the lines constructed in subsection 4.2 ful�ll this requirement,provided that the parameter � is chosen so that 0 < � < 12nd . This proves that, ifd is odd, the complexity of a simplicial Voronoi diagram of n points in IRd can be
(ndd=2e), a result which holds a fortiori for even dimensions too.6 The L1-Voronoi Diagram of Points in IR3This section analyzes the complexity of Voronoi diagrams of point sets under theL1-norm. The L1-distance between two points p and q of IRd isdL1(p; q) = dXi=1 jpi � qij :This distance function is polyhedral, and is induced by the d-polytope which is thedual of the d-cube. This polytope is the convex hull of the 2d unit vectors �ei, whereei is the unit vector in the positive xi-direction, for i = 1; : : : ; d. We will call thispolytope a d-co-cube. In the case of the L1-distance function, we have only been ableto prove tight bounds for d = 3: 17



Figure 2: The regular octahedronTheorem 6.1 If S is a set of n points in IR3 in general position with respect to theL1-distance, then the maximum complexity of the Voronoi diagram of S under theL1-distance is �(n2).6.1 The upper boundIn the three-dimensional case, the co-cube is just the regular octahedron O which isthe convex hull of the six vertices u1(+1; 0; 0), u1(�1; 0; 0), u2(0; 1; 0), u2(0;�1; 0),u3(0; 0; 1) and u3(0; 0;�1). The octahedron has twelve edges and eight faces and isshown in Figure 2.Let S be a set of n points in IR3 in general position with respect to the octahedronO. Our goal is to bound the number of free rigid placements of O among the pointsof S. For this, we bound, in succession, the number of(P1) free rigid placements with at least one contact point of multiplicity at least two(which we call hereafter a double contact point);(P2) free rigid placements with three contact pairs involving three faces of O sharinga common vertex; and(P3) all other free rigid placements.Let Ô be a placement of type (P1), with a double contact point. That is, thereis a point p 2 S that lies on an edge ê of Ô; we will denote this double contact bythe pair (p; e). For each pair (p; e) of a point p of S and an edge e of O, the subset ofplacements attaining the double contact pair (p; e) is contained in a two-dimensionallinear subspace IP (p; e) of the set IP of placements. The subspace IP (p; e) can beparametrized by the position t of one of the endpoints of ê on the line parallel toe through p, and by the scaling factor �. In this subspace, any other contact pair(p0; f) of a placement Ô appears as a (possibly empty) segment s(p0; f). Then arigid placement with the double contact pair (p; e) corresponds to a vertex of theplanar arrangement of those segments, and a free placement with the double contact18



pair (p; e) corresponds to a point which lies on or below the lower envelope of thosesegments, relative to the �-direction. This follows from the observation that if we �x tand increase � then Ô expands, so that, once a point enters the expanding octahedron,it will never leave it again (see also [5] for a similar argument). Hence, the numberof free rigid placements with the double contact pair (p; e) is at most the numberof vertices of the lower envelope of the at most 6(n � 1) segments representing thecontact pairs (p0; f) in IP (p; e). (Note that (a) not every vertex of the lower envelopenecessarily represents a free rigid placement of type (P1), because the correspondingscaling factor may be too small for the point p to actually lie on e, (b) the verticesformed by the intersection of two segments represent placements with three contactpoints (one of which is p), whereas segment endpoints represent placements with twocontact points (one of which is p), each being a double-contact point, and (c) by thegeneral position assumption, the two facets of Ô incident to e are not involved inthose contact pairs.) Moreover, it is easy to verify that the segments that representcontacts with a �xed face f of O are all parallel, thus we have six families of at mostn�1 parallel segments each, so the complexity of their overall lower envelope is linear.Summing over the 12n possible pairs (p; e), we conclude:Lemma 6.2 Given a set S of n points in IR3 in general position with respect to theregular octahedron O, the number of type (P1) free rigid placements of O amidst thepoints of S is O(n2).Let us next bound the number of free rigid placements Ô of type (P2), that is,with contact pairs involving three facets sharing a vertex. If such a placement hasno double contact point, we apply a shrinking process to Ô, in which the vertex of Ôincident to three contact faces is �xed. This process maintains at least three contactpairs and does not encounter any new contact point, since at any time during theshrinking the octahedron is contained in the initial placement. The shrinking processstops as soon as one of the contact points reaches an edge of the octahedron. Then thereached placement is a free rigid placement with a double contact point. Moreover,each free rigid placement with a double contact point can be reached in this wayfrom at most two rigid free placements without double contact points. Indeed, froma terminal placement with a double contact point on edge e we can recover an initialfree rigid placement without a double contact point by expanding the octahedronfrom one of the two vertices opposite to edge e in the two facets incident to e. Thusthe number of type (P2) placements without double contact point is no more thantwice the number of free rigid placements with a double contact point, which provesthe following lemma.Lemma 6.3 Given a point set S as above, the number of free rigid placements of Owith contact pairs involving three facets sharing a common vertex is O(n2).Finally, we bound the number of all other rigid free placements, that is, placementsof type (P3). Let us consider a rigid placement Ô with no double contact point and19



with no vertex common to three facets involved in contact pairs. Only two cases arethen possible:(a) The 4 contact facets f1; f2; f 01; f 02 of O form two pairs (f1; f2), (f 01; f 02) of adjacentfacets (i.e., with a common edge) and two complementary pairs (f1; f 01), (f2; f 02)of parallel facets.(b) The 4 contact facets have no pair of adjacent facets. This case can be real-ized only by one of the two following complementary subsets of four facetsof O: the �rst set is fu1u2u3; u1u2u3; u1u2u3; u1u2u3g, and the second set isfu1u2u3; u1u2u3; u1u2u3,u1u2u3g; see Figure 2.The �rst case does not occur for sets of points in general position with respect to O, asalready noted. Thus it remains to bound the number of free rigid placements in case(b). For this we apply the following scheme. Let Ô be a rigid free placement as in case(b) with the four contact pairs (p1; f1), (p2; f2), (p3; f3) and (p4; f4). We choose threeof these four contact pairs, say (p1; f1), (p2; f2), (p3; f3), and slide Ô while maintainingthese three contact pairs, and having the fourth point p4 penetrate the octahedron.The three contact pairs (p1; f1), (p2; f2) and (p3; f3) determine a line in the space IPof placements, and we just have to follow this line in the (unique) direction wherep4 penetrates into the octahedron. Let us add to O the three internal square facetsu1u2u1u2, u1u3u1u3, and u2u3u2u3 (see Figure 2); these are the intersections of theoctahedron with its three symmetry planes, each containing four vertices of O. Inthe following, we refer to the octahedron augmented with these three internal facetsas the augmented octahedron. The sliding process is stopped as soon as one of thefollowing events occurs:1. Point p4 reaches one of the three internal facets.2. One of the points p1, p2, p3 reaches an edge of O and thus becomes a doublecontact point.3. A contact with a new point is encountered on a face other than f4.4. A contact with a new point on face f4 is encountered.In the �rst case, we reach a rigid placement of the augmented octahedron. Thisrigid placement will be called quasi-free because it has no point of S inside the octa-hedron, except for one point on an internal facet. Consider the number of pairs (v; f),where f is one of the contact facets and v is a vertex of O incident to f . Since wehave three triangular contact facets and one quadrangular contact facet, the numberof these pairs is 13, which implies that one of the six vertices of O has to be shared bythree of those contact facets. Since f1, f2 and f3 do not share a common vertex, oneof the contact facets sharing the common vertex has to be the internal facet reachedby p4. We can thus apply to this placement the shrinking scheme used in the proof ofLemma 6.3, retaining the three contact pairs whose facets share the common vertex,and stopping when we reach a quasi-free rigid placement of O with a double contactpoint. As argued above, such a terminal placement can be reached by at most twoinitial quasi-free rigid placements of O. 20



To bound the number of these terminal placements, we proceed as above. Theplacements that achieve the double contact (p; e) belong to a 2-dimensional subspaceIP (p; e) of IP . In this subspace, the locus of all placements with an additional con-tact pair (with an external or an internal facet) is a line segment. The quasi-freeplacements that we are interested in appear as vertices of the arrangement of thesesegments lying at level at most 4 (i.e., with at most 4 segments lying below the vertexin the � direction). Indeed, if we �x the position of one endpoint of ê on the lineparallel to e and passing through p, and increase the scale factor � from zero untilwe reach a terminal placement, the point on the internal facet could have crossed atmost two external facets of O (when it gets into the octahedron through an edge;this point cannot get into the octahedron through a vertex because the set of pointswould not be then in general position) and two internal facets (because it cannotcross the internal facet incident to edge e). Using standard arguments (based onthe Clarkson-Shor analysis technique [6]), it is easily seen that the number of suchvertices is O(n). Hence the number of stopping events of the �rst type is O(n2).In the second stopping case, the reached placement is a rigid placement of the(non-augmented) octahedron with a double contact pair and at most one point insidethe octahedron. Arguing as in the preceding paragraph, it is easily seen that sucha placement corresponds to a vertex of level at most 2 in the planar arrangementof segments representing the contact pairs (of the non-augmented octahedron) in thetwo-dimensional subspace of IP associated with the reached double contact pair. Thusthe number of placements reached in this case is also bounded by O(n2).In the third case, the reached placement is a rigid placement of the octahedronwith three contact facets sharing a vertex and at most one point inside the octahedron.Again, arguing as above and applying the Clarkson-Shor technique, it follows thatthe number of terminal placements that we reach in this case is proportional to thenumber of free rigid placements of type (P2). Thus the number of placements reachedin the third case is also O(n2).In the last case, the reached placement is a rigid placement of the octahedronwith four contact pairs involving four nonadjacent facets and one point inside theoctahedron. In the following, we denote by cj(S) the number of rigid placements Ôwith four contact pairs involving four nonadjacent facets and with j points of S insidethe octahedron.Before continuing, it is important to observe that each terminal placement reachedin case 4 of the above sliding process is reached from a unique initial rigid free place-ment. Indeed, since the single point p4 inside the octahedron did not cross duringthe sliding process any internal facet of the augmented octahedron, it lies in one ofthe eight octants into which the three internal facets partition O, and the externalfacet bounding that octant must be the contact facet f4, so the initial placement Ôis uniquely determined.On the other hand, we have four choices of the triple of the contact pairs thatare preserved in the sliding process. If in one of these choices we reach a terminalplacement of one of the �rst three types, we charge the initial free rigid placement to21



this terminal placement, observe that any such terminal placement can be charged inthis manner only a constant number of times, and thus conclude that the number ofinitial free rigid placements of this kind is O(n2). If each of the four sliding processesterminate in a placement of type 4, then the initial free rigid placement can be chargedto four terminal placements. Moreover, every initial and terminal placement in thiscase involves four contact pairs with four nonadjacent contact facets, except that theinitial placements are free and the terminal placements contain a point inside theoctahedron.Thus, the preceding case analysis leads to the following recurrence relationship:4c0(S) � c1(S) +O(n2) ;from which we obtain c0(S) � n � 4n c0(S) + 1nc1(S) +O(n) :Now, n�4n c0(S) + 1nc1(S) is just the expected number of free rigid placements withfour contact pairs involving four nonadjacent facets, for a random sample R of n� 1points of S; see [5, 19], and the analysis in Section 4 for similar arguments. Thus,if we denote by c0(n) the maximum of c0(S) over all sets S of n points in generalposition with respect to O, we obtain the recurrencec0(n) � c0(n � 1) +O(n) ;whose solution is c0(n) = O(n2) :Thus, the number of free rigid placements with four contact pairs involving fournonadjacent facets is also bounded by O(n2), which thus completes the proof of theupper bound in Theorem 6.1.Remark: An obvious open problem is to extend this result to higher dimensions.Informally, the reason we have failed in doing so is that, for d � 4, the d-co-cubehas a large number of facets (that is, 2d facets). Consequently, there are too manycombinatorially-di�erent types of free rigid placements of the d-co-cube, which so farimpeded a successful analysis of their number. A �rst goal in this direction wouldbe to obtain a sharp bound on the complexity of the L1-Voronoi diagram in fourdimensions. Note also that our analysis relies on the special structure of the regularoctahedron, e.g., in excluding free rigid placements of type (a), so, at present, we donot have a quadratic bound for the case of a non-regular octahedron in 3-space.6.2 The lower boundAs in subsections 4.2 and 5.2, a con�guration that attains the lower bound in The-orem 6.1 can be built by choosing points on two lines in 3-space such that, for any22



subset of four points, consisting of a pair of consecutive points on each line, there isa free placement of O in contact with these points.The �rst line �1 is the line y = 0; z = 1, parallel to the x axis; the set of pointson �1 is taken to be S1 = fph = (hn ; 0; 1) : h = 0; : : : ; n � 1g. The second line�2 is the line x = 0; z = �1, parallel to the y axis; the set of points on �2 is takento be S2 = fqk = (0; kn ;�1) : k = 0; : : : ; n � 1g. See the left part of Figure 3.Let S = S1 [ S2. First consider the two-dimensional L1-Voronoi diagram of eachsubset S1, S2, within the respective planes z = 1 and z = �1. Let O1 (resp. O�1)denote the 2-co-cube within the plane z = 1 (resp. z = �1). In the plane z = 1,the line x = h+1=2n ; z = 1, for each 0 � h � n � 2, is the bisecting line of the pair(ph; ph+1) and the locus of the centers of free placements of O1 with ph and ph+1 ascontact points. Similarly, in the plane z = �1, the line y = k+1=2n ; z = �1, for each0 � k � n � 2, is the bisector of the pair (qk; qk+1) and the locus of the centers offree placements of O�1 with qk and qk+1 as contact points. Thus, for each pair (k; h),with 0 � k; h � n � 2, there is a free placement Ô1(h; k) of O1, which is centeredat the point (h+1=2n ; k+1=2n ; 1) and touches the points ph and ph+1, and there is a freeplacement Ô�1(h; k) of O�1, which is centered at the point (h+1=2n ; k+1=2n ;�1) andtouches the points qk and qk+1. Such placements Ô1(h; k) and Ô�1(h; k) are drawnin dotted lines in the left part of Figure 3. The scale factors of these placements are,respectively, �1 = k+1n and ��1 = h+1n . Since j�1 � ��1j � 2, it is easily veri�ed thatthe two placements Ô1(h; k) and Ô�1(h; k) are cross-sections of a placement Ô of thethree-dimensional octahedron, centered at the point (h+1=2n ; k+1=2n ; k�h2n ), and scaled bythe factor 1 + �1+��12 = 1+ 2+h+k2n . The right part of Figure 3 shows the cross-sectionof the placement Ô by the plane y = k+1=2n .Thus, for each of the (n � 1)2 pair (k; h) with 0 � k; h � n � 2, there is a freerigid placement of the octahedron O among the set S of 2n points, which touches thepoints ph, ph+1, qk, and qk+1; this proves the lower bound of Theorem 6.1.7 Degenerate Con�gurationsNext, we show that the general position assumption is essential for the upper boundsof Theorems 4.1, 5.1, and 6.1 to hold. Speci�cally, we show:Theorem 7.1 For any polyhedral convex distance function dP and any dimensiond � 2, there exist sets S of n points in IRd, not in general position with respect to thedistance dP , whose Voronoi diagrams VorP (S) have complexity 
(nd).Figure 4 shows the L1-Voronoi diagram of a degenerate set of points in IR2.Proof: Let dP be a convex distance function, and let S be a set of n points containedin a hyperplane H � IRd parallel to a facet f of P , such that S is in general positionwith respect to the distance function induced by f in H. For each x 2 S, the locus23



z x�2�1z �1�2Figure 3: The 
(n2) lower bound construction for L1-Voronoi diagrams in IR3of the centers of the placements P̂ of P for which x lies on f̂ is a polyhedral cone Cxwith apex at x. All the cones Cx are translates of each other, and, because of thegeneral position of S with repsect to f , the complexity of the arrangement A of thesecones is 
(nd). Each cell c of A has the property that all maximal free placements ofP centered at points of c touch the same subset of points of S. Moreover, it is easilyveri�ed that there are 
(nd) distinct subsets of this kind. This clearly implies theassertion of the theorem. 28 AlgorithmsIn this section we present an e�cient algorithm for constructing the L1-Voronoidiagram of a set S of point sites in IRd. The algorithm is incremental and on-line,that is, it adds the sites one by one, and maintains the Voronoi diagram of the set ofall the already inserted sites; it does not require previous knowledge of the whole setS. The algorithm uses the method of the history graph described in [4] (see also [9]).We show that if the sites are inserted in random order then the expected running timeof the algorithm is O(ndd=2e logd�1 n). A simple modi�cation of the technique yieldsa randomized algorithm for constructing Voronoi diagrams under simplicial distancefunctions, whose expected running time is O(ndd=2e + n log n).8.1 Algorithm for L1-Voronoi diagramsWe subdivide the Voronoi cell of each site x into 2d subcells, one for each of the 2dfacets of the hypercube, where the subcell corresponding to the facet f consists of thecenters of all maximal free placements having the contact pair (x; f). For example,24



Figure 4: A degenerate con�guration for the L1 metricthe Voronoi diagram of a single site x subdivides the whole space into 2d polyhedralcones with apex at x. This subdivision increases the overall complexity of the diagramby only a constant factor (depending on d).For technical reasons, and for simplicity of the presentation, we prefer not to treatexplicitly the unbounded faces of the diagram. This will be done by surroundingS with additional sentinel sites, so that all Voronoi cells of the sites in S becomebounded, and no original Voronoi vertex is lost. This technical issue will be discussedin detail in the description of the initial phase of the algorithm, given below.Before describing the algorithm itself, it is worth observing some facts about thefaces of the diagram. Each k-face � of the diagram can be described as a connectedcomponent of the locus of the centers of those maximal free placements that realizea given set of d + 1 � k contact pairs. We refer to these contact pairs as the contactpairs of �. We distinguish between two types of Voronoi faces (of dimension � 1):(i) sliding faces, whose sets of contact pairs include two parallel contact pairs, and(ii) shrinking faces, whose sets of contact pairs involve facets of the cube which areall incident to some common vertex of the cube.Lemma 8.1 Each subface of a sliding face is a sliding face, and all the maximal freeplacements centered on a sliding face have the same scaling factor. A sliding edgeis parallel to some coordinate axis, and, more generally, higher-dimensional slidingfaces are axis-parallel polyhedra.Proof: The set of contact pairs of a subface �0 of a Voronoi face � is a superset ofthe set of contact pairs of �. Moreover, the scaling factor of a maximal placementcentered on a sliding face is determined by the two parallel contact pairs. This provesthe �rst claim. The second claim follows from the fact that, as in the analysis of25



the complexity of the diagram, a sliding edge e can be identi�ed with an edge ofthe union of axis-parallel hypercubes (whose size is equal to the �xed scaling factorassociated with e), and thus must be parallel to some coordinate axis. A similarargument applies to higher-dimensional sliding faces. 2It is possible that several faces of the diagram have the same set of contactpairs. However, Lemma 8.3 below will show that this is not true for edges (1-faces).For higher-dimensional faces, one can show that there is only a constant number ofVoronoi faces with a given set of contact pairs. We omit the proof of this propertysince it is not used in the analysis of the algorithm.The fact that there is a unique Voronoi edge for each given set of d contact pairs isa consequence of the following lemma, which considers sliding faces of any dimension.Let Q be a set of k contact pairs, including two parallel contact pairs, and letLQ denote the locus of the centers of the free maximal placements that realize thecontact pairs of Q. Note that Q determines the scaling factor �Q of these placementsand k�1 coordinates of their centers. Let HQ denote the (d�k+1)-at that containsthe centers of these placements. Let SQ denote the subset of points of S appearingin the contact pairs of Q, let IQ denote the intersection of the placements with size�Q centered at the points of SQ, and let UQ denote the union of the placements withsize �Q centered at the points of S n SQ.Lemma 8.2 The locus LQ of the centers of the maximal free placements that realizea set Q of contact pairs (which include two parallel contact pairs) is, in the abovenotation, HQ \ (IQ n UQ).Proof: Let Ĉ = Ĉ(c; �Q) be a maximal free placement whose center c is in LQ.Then clearly c 2 HQ, and Ĉ contains all points of SQ on its boundary, and does notmeet any point in S n SQ. This implies that c must lie on the boundary of all cubesĈ(s; �Q), for s 2 SQ, and outside all cubes Ĉ(s; �Q), for s 2 S n SQ. Hence we haveLQ � HQ\ (IQ nUQ). The converse containment is proved in much the same manner,observing that if c 2 HQ \ IQ then c must lie on the boundary of all cubes Ĉ(s; �Q),for s 2 SQ, which, together with the fact that c =2 UQ, implies that Ĉ(c; �Q) is amaximal free placement that realizes the set Q of contact pairs. 2Lemma 8.3 The locus of centers of all maximal free placements that realize a givenset of d contact pairs is a line segment.Proof: If the set Q of d contact pairs contains two parallel contact pairs, then theresult follows from the previous lemma. Indeed, in that case, HQ is an axis-parallelline, HQ \ IQ is the intersection of some line segments of length �Q, and HQ \ UQ isthe union of some other line segments with the same length �Q. This is easily seento imply that LQ cannot have more than one connected component.26



If Q does not contain two parallel contact pairs, the faces of the cube involved inthe contact pairs of Q share a common vertex v. Moreover, the location v̂ of thatvertex must be the same for all maximal free placements whose centers lie in LQ, andall these placements can be obtained from one another by a homothety whose centeris v̂. Hence, for any pair of such placements, the larger placement contains the smallerone, and the locus LQ of their centers is contained in a line (passing through v̂ andparallel to some vector of the form (�1;�1; : : : ;�1)). Moreover, the above nestingproperty is easily seen to imply that LQ cannot contain more than one connectedcomponent, and is thus a line segment. 2It also follows from Lemma 8.2 and from the proof of Lemma 8.3 that a lineparallel to a coordinate axis and contained in the a�ne hull of a sliding face f , eithermisses f or intersects f along a single line segment. The maximal free placementscentered on such a segment (or on a sliding edge) are obtained from any one of themby an axis-parallel translation and have a nonempty intersection. Moreover, theseobservations also imply:Lemma 8.4 Each of the maximal free placements centered on a sliding edge e or,more generally, on any axis-parallel line segment e contained in a sliding face, iscontained in the union of the maximal free placements centered at the endpoints of e.The following lemma is a consequence of the proof of Lemma 8.3:Lemma 8.5 Each of the maximal free placements centered on a shrinking edge eis contained in the placement centered at one of the endpoints v of e. The set Qvof contact pairs de�ning v involves one more site than the set Qe of the contactpairs de�ning e. All such placements contain the maximal free placement centered atthe other endpoint v0 of e. The set Qv0 of the contact pairs de�ning v0 involves thesame sites as Qe but the multiplicity of one of the sites in Qv0 is one more than itsmultiplicity in Qe.The algorithm builds incrementally the 1-skeleton of the Voronoi diagram, i.e., theset of vertices and edges of the diagram, together with their incidence relations. Inaddition, each vertex and edge is represented with its set of contact pairs. Lemma 8.2is easily seen to imply that each sliding face is homeomorphic to a ball of the appro-priate dimension. A similar result can be proved for shrinking faces. Thus it is easyto construct, in time linear in the output size, the full set of Voronoi faces, togetherwith their incidence structure, from the �nal 1-skeleton. We omit details of this �nalconstruction step.The algorithm maintains the following data stuctures:� a history graph;� a dictionary D, containing one entry for each set of contact pairs associatedwith a sliding face constructed by the algorithm;27



� a multi-level dynamic segment tree data structure associated with each entry inD, which supports e�cient ray-shooting queries along some �xed axis-paralleldirection within each sliding face.The history graph is a directed acyclic graph, each node of which represents a rigidplacement of an axis-parallel hypercube, so that, during some stage of the incrementalalgorithm, this placement has been maximally free and thus centered at a Voronoivertex. The graph has the property that the placement associated with a node iscontained in the union of the placements associated with its parents, a propertythat we refer to hereafter as the inclusion property. Furthermore, each vertex of thecurrent Voronoi diagram is linked via a double pointer to the node of the historygraph corresponding to the same placement. See [4, 9] for earlier uses of similarhistory graphs.When a new site s is inserted, it may be contained in some of the maximal freeplacements centered at the current Voronoi vertices. These placements are no longerfree, and the corresponding Voronoi vertices and history graph nodes are said to bekilled by s. The insertion of s generates new Voronoi vertices. A new node is createdin the history graph for each new Voronoi vertex; this node is made a child of some ofthe older nodes in the graph, which represent free placements in the current diagram,whose associated placements overlap the placement associated with the new node, ina manner that ensures the inclusion property. The precise manner in which this isaccomplished is described in detail below. A parent node may or may not have beenkilled by the insertion of s.A node of the history graph, the corresponding Voronoi vertex, and the corre-sponding placement, are said to be in conict with a site s if this placement of thehypercube contains s in its interior.Each entry in the dictionary D corresponds to a set Q of contact pairs, includingtwo parallel contact pairs, that appeared, at some stage of the algorithm, as the setof contact pairs of some sliding faces of the current diagram.Let FQ be the union of the sliding faces whose set of contact pairs isQ. Each entryin D points to a dynamic ray-shooting structure RQ that supports fast ray-shootingqueries in some �xed axis-parallel direction within the current version of FQ. Theray-shooting structures are based on standard (dynamic) multi-level segment trees[13], and are described in more detail later.For technical reasons, and for simplicity of the presentation, we prefer not totreat explicitly the faces at in�nity of the diagram. Therefore, we introduce a setS0 of additional sites, called sentinel sites, and �rst compute the Voronoi diagramof S [ S0, from which the diagram of S is easy to derive. The sentinel sites arechosen in such a way that each site of S has a bounded cell in Vor1(S [ S0), andeach vertex of Vor1(S) is a vertex of Vor1(S [ S0). We initialize the algorithmwith the Voronoi diagram of S0, and then insert the sites of S. In this way, nounbounded faces will be created during the incremental insertion stages. In whatfollows, we assume that the sites of S lie within a large axis-parallel hypercube Ĉ028



centered at the origin of the coordinate system. The sentinel sites are chosen to bethe 2d vertices of Ĉ0; see Figure 5 for an illustration. Any placement of the hypercubeC that intersects Ĉ0 and has a su�ciently large scaling factor must contain one ofthe sentinel sites. It follows that each site of S has a bounded cell in the diagramVor1(S [ S0). Moreover, it is easily checked that any free rigid placement whosecontact pairs involve only sites of S does not contain any sentinel site. Hence, eachvertex of Vor1(S) is also a vertex of Vor1(S [ S0), so the chosen set of sentinel siteshas the required properties. Furthermore, it is easy to check that the union of themaximal free placements centered at the vertices of Vor1(S0) contains all the freerigid placements of the hypercube among any subset of S [S0 that contains S0. Thusit will always be possible to ensure the inclusion property.Initial StepThe data structures are initialized with the Voronoi diagram (shown in Figure 5) ofthe 2d sentinel points. Each vertex of this diagram is associated with a node of thehistory graph which is a child of the root node.
sentinel sitesVoronoi verticesFigure 5: Initialization of the L1-Voronoi diagram; if the sites of S all lie in theshaded region, their Voronoi cells are all bounded.Incremental Updating of the DiagramEach subsequent step inserts a new site x 2 S into the diagram. Hereafter, theVoronoi diagram before the insertion of x will be called the current diagram, while29



the diagram after the insertion of x will be called the updated diagram. Each vertexor edge of the current Voronoi diagram that is not a feature of the updated diagramis said to be killed (as above), while each vertex or edge of the updated diagram thatis not a feature of the current diagram is called new. The following substeps areperformed:The �rst substep identi�es the killed vertices and edges. The killed vertices areidenti�ed by a traversal of the history graph. This traversal starts at the root nodeof the graph, and then visits all the nodes conicting with x and their children,backtracking at each node that is not in conict with x.Next, we scan the 1-skeleton of the current diagram to identify all the killededges. Observe that each killed edge e must be incident to at least one killed vertex,because, by Lemmas 8.4 and 8.5, each maximal free placement centered on an edge eis contained in the union of the maximal free placements centered at the vertices ofe. Hence, if some maximal free placement, centered at some point on e, is in conictwith x, then at least one endpoint of e must be a killed vertex. The killed edges andvertices are discarded from the 1-skeleton.The next two substeps create the new vertices and edges of the Voronoi diagram.For each new vertex, a new node is added to the history graph in such a way that itsincoming arcs satisfy the inclusion property. The last substep updates the dictionaryD by creating new entries for the sets of contact pairs of the new sliding faces that donot correspond to already existing entries of D. In addition, this substep creates theray-shooting structures associated with these new entries, and updates the structuresfor the old entries.In accordance with the de�nition in Section 2, we say that a placement or someVoronoi face has x-multiplicity k if it has k contact pairs involving x.The second substep creates the new vertices with a simple contact at x, and the newedges with no contact at x. To do this, we consider in turn each killed edge e of thecurrent diagram that is incident to only one killed vertex. Then x is contained in onlysome of the maximal free placements centered on e (whose centers form a connectedportion of e, by Lemma 8.3). The edge e is replaced by a new and shorter edge e0 thatjoins the non-discarded vertex of e with a new vertex v whose placement has a simplecontact at x. A new node, corresponding to v, is appended to the history graph. Thisnode becomes a child of the discarded vertex of e if e is a shrinking edge, or a childof both vertices of e if e is a sliding edge. This guarantees the inclusion propertyfor v by Lemmas 8.4 and 8.5. The above process provides all the new vertices of theupdated Voronoi diagram with a simple contact at x, as well as all the new edges withno contact at x. Indeed, any new vertex with a simple contact at x and any pointon a new edge with no contact at x is the center of a maximal free placement with dcontact pairs involving previously inserted sites, and thus belongs to a Voronoi edgeof the current diagram, so it will be found by the above procedure.The third substep proceeds by induction on the x-multiplicity of vertices and edges,to create new Voronoi vertices and edges with higher x-multiplicity. Assume that all30



new vertices and edges with x-multiplicity up to k and k�1, respectively, are known.Then the algorithm creates the new Voronoi vertices and edges with x-multiplicitiesk + 1 and k, respectively, as follows. Each Voronoi vertex v with x-multiplicity k isincident to d+1� k Voronoi edges with x-multiplicity k, whose sets of contact pairscan be obtained, in constant time, from the contact pairs of v, by relaxing each ofthe d+ 1 � k contact pairs not involving x. Moreover, we have:Lemma 8.6 If e is a Voronoi edge with x-multiplicity k, then at least one endpointof e is a vertex with x-multiplicity k.Proof: Assume to the contrary that there exists an edge e that does not satisfy thisproperty; that is, both endpoints of e have x-multiplicity k + 1. Suppose �rst that eis a sliding edge, parallel to some coordinate axis xj. Then the two new contact pairsat the endpoints v1, v2 of e must be (x; f1) and (x; f2), where f1 and f2 are the twofacets of the hypercube orthogonal to the xj-axis. If �e is the common scaling factorof the maximal free placements of the hypercube centered on e, then the length ofe must be 2�e. Since e is a sliding edge, it must involve some contact pair (y; f),for y 6= x. But then, by the general position assumption, the xj-coordinates of xand y are di�erent, which implies that the length of e must be smaller than 2�e, acontradiction that establishes the asserted property.If e is a shrinking edge, then all contact pairs of e involving x are of the form(x; f), where all those facets f have a common vertex w of the hypercube, and allmaximal free placements centered on e are obtained by shrinking or expanding thehypercube with respect to w. This is easily seen to imply that we can gain a newcontact pair involving x only when the hypercube is shrinking, but not when it isexpanding. Again, this implies the asserted property. 2Lemma 8.6 implies that all Voronoi edges with x-multiplicity k can be obtainedfrom the Voronoi vertices with x-multiplicity k, by relaxing one contact pair notinvolving x. More precisely, this procedure generates each such edge e either once (ifit has one endpoint with x-multiplicity k and one endpoint with x-multiplicity k+1)or twice (if both endpoints of e have x-multiplicity k). We detect edges that aregenerated twice using a dictionary data structure. For each edge e that is generatedonly once, from a vertex v with x-multiplicity k, we compute the other endpoint ofe (the one with x-multiplicity k + 1) in constant time. For this, we iterate over allpossible contact pairs that involve x and are not present in the set Qe of the contactpairs of e. We add in turn each such contact pair to Qe, compute the position of thecenter of the corresponding free rigid placement, if such a placement exists, and choosethe placement whose center is closest to v. Since each vertex with x-multiplicity k+1is incident to k + 1 edges with x-multiplicity k, the above procedure will produce allVoronoi vertices with x-multiplicity k + 1.It remains to create a new node in the history graph for each new vertex, andto link it to earlier nodes so that the inclusion property still holds. This is done asfollows. If the new vertex v0 with x-multiplicity k + 1 is linked to a vertex v with31



x-multiplicity k via a shrinking edge, the node for v0 becomes a child of v (cf. Lemma8.5). Otherwise, by Lemma 8.6, all the edges with x-multiplicity k incident to v0 aresliding edges. This means that if we relax any of the contacts involving x in the setof contact pairs de�ning v0 then we preserve the unique pair of parallel contact pairs.This clearly implies that the d � k contact pairs of v0 that do not involve x containthe two parallel contact pairs.It follows that v0 is located in a sliding (k + 1)-face f of the current diagram. Weuse the ray-shooting data structures to �nd parents for the node associated with v0, asfollows. Let Q be the set of contact pairs of f . The ray-shooting structure associatedwith the entry for Q in the dictionary D supports fast ray-shooting queries in some�xed axis-parallel direction within f . We �rst shoot from v0 in the �xed given directionwithin f , both forward and backwards. Let h and h0 be the two subfaces of f hitby these rays, and let w and w0 denote the corresponding impact points. We know,by Lemma 8.4, that the maximal free placement centered at v0 is contained in theunion of the maximal free placements centered at w and at w0. Then we performsimilar ray-shootings from w in h and from w0 in h0, forward and backwards, alongthe corresponding shooting directions within those subfaces (note that these newdirections are orthogonal to the �rst shooting direction), using the data structuresavailable for h and h0 (recall that a subface of a sliding face is a sliding face). Thisyields four new impact points on lower-dimensional subfaces, and we keep iteratingthese shootings until we reach edges of f . By taking the set of endpoints of these edges,we obtain 2k+1 Voronoi vertices (of the current diagram), and the node of the historygraph associated with v0 becomes a child of each of the 2k+1 nodes correspondingto these vertices, provided that the corresponding placements overlap. Clearly, thisimplies that the inclusion property holds for v0.Finally, the fourth substep updates the dictionary D and the ray-shooting struc-tures. First, we have to create an entry in D and a ray-shooting structure for each setof contact pairs of any new sliding face that involves x. These sets of contact pairs arefound inductively, by decreasing the cardinality of these sets (i.e., by increasing thedimension of the corresponding faces). That is, we obtain the sets of contact pairs ofthe new sliding k-faces from the sets of contact pairs of the new sliding (k� 1)-faces,by relaxing one contact pair, as long as the resulting subset of the contact pairs stillinvolves x and still contains two parallel contact pairs. For each such new set Q ofcontact pairs, we associate an entry in D and form a list LQ of all the contact pairsthat have been relaxed to obtain the set Q from sets of contact pairs of new sliding(k�1)-faces (that is, this list represents all (k�1)-subfaces of the new sliding k-face).We then use this list to build the ray-shooting structure RQ, which facilitates fastray-shooting queries in some �xed axis-parallel direction within the union of the facesof the updated diagram sharing the contact set Q. This is done as follows.Let Q be the set of contact pairs of some new sliding face, let �Q be the corre-sponding scaling factor, and let SQ be the subset of the sites that are involved in thepairs of Q. The union LQ of the faces of the updated diagram, whose common set ofcontact pairs is Q, is contained in a k-dimensional at HQ. We know from Lemma 8.232



that LQ is the set di�erence (IQ \HQ) n (UQ \HQ), where IQ is the intersection ofthe axis-parallel hypercubes of size �Q that are centered at the sites of SQ, and UQis the union of the axis-parallel hypercubes of size �Q that are centered at the sitesof S n SQ. (In fact, it is not necessary to consider all the sites of SQ and S n SQ:Let I 0Q be the intersection of the hypercubes of size �Q centered at the sites of SQthat are involved in the contact pairs in the list LQ, and let U 0Q be the union of thehypercubes of size �Q centered at the sites of S n SQ that are involved in the contactpairs of LQ. Clearly, LQ = (I 0Q \HQ) n (U 0Q \HQ).)The k-at HQ is parallel to k coordinate axes, say x1; : : : ; xk. To build RQ, wechoose a �xed shooting direction parallel to one of those axes, say xk. The ray-shooting structure is a multi-level data structure that stores the intersections of HQwith the facets orthogonal to the xk-axis of the hypercubes of size �Q centered at thesites involved in LQ.In the following description, a cube will denote a (k � 1)-dimensional hypercubewhich is the intersection with HQ of a facet orthogonal to the xk-axis of one thehypercubes of size �Q centered at the sites involved in LQ. The ray-shooting structurehas k levels. The �rst k � 1 levels of the structure constitute a multi-dimensionalsegment tree representing the projections of the cubes onto the (k � 1)-subspacespanned by x1; : : : ; xk�1. The last level is a balanced binary tree storing, in the orderof the xk coordinates of their centers, the `canonical' collection of cubes assigned toeach node of the (k � 1)-st level of the segment tree. Clearly, this structure allowsus to compute e�ciently the �rst cube hit by any query ray parallel to the xk-axis,from which we immediately obtain the contact set of the sliding subface hit by theray. The cost of a ray-shooting query in this structure is O(logk n): Querying themulti-level segment tree takes O(logk�1 n) time [13], and the output of this query isa collection of O(logk�1 n) nodes of the segment tree at the (k � 1)-st level. We thenhave to locate the xk coordinate of the origin of the query ray in each correspondingbinary tree, which takes logarithmic time per node. A cube can be inserted into sucha structure also in O(logk n) time, as described in [13], and the cost of building RQis thus at most O(logk n) times the number of (k � 1)-subfaces of the Voronoi facesof the current diagram with the same set Q of contact pairs.Next, the older ray-shooting structures need also be updated with the appropriatenew subfaces induced by x, so the above data structures need to be maintaineddynamically. The modi�cation of the structure corresponding to an (old) entry Qamounts to inserting a new cube with scaling factor �Q centered at x. As just argued,this can be done in timeO(logk n) per update, where k is the dimension of the relevantsliding face.This completes the description of the algorithm. Putting everything together, weobtain:Theorem 8.7 The L1-Voronoi diagram of a set of n points in IRd in general positioncan be constructed on-line in randomized expected time O(ndd=2e logd�1 n).Proof: The randomized analysis of this algorithm uses the formalism of objects,33



regions, and conicts, introduced by Clarkson and Shor [6]. The objects are thesites; the regions, each de�ned by a set of objects of S, are the rigid placements of ahypercube among the points of S; a site conicts with a region when it belongs to itsinterior. Each region is fully described by its d+1 contact pairs and is thus triggeredby a set of at most d + 1 sites. Thus, for any subset S 0 � S, a region de�ned by asubset of S 0 of size � d+1 and without any conict with the sites of S 0 is a free rigidplacement for S 0. Then, by standard analysis (see, e.g., [4]), the expected numberof new Voronoi vertices created at step r (i.e., when inserting the r-th object) isO(1rf0(r)), where f0(r) is the expected number of free rigid placements for a randomsubset of size r of S. By Theorem 4.1, f0(r) is O(rdd=2e), and thus the expected totalnumber of Voronoi vertices (and thus also of Voronoi faces of all dimensions) createdby the algorithm is Pnr=1O(rdd=2e�1) = O(ndd=2e).Let us �rst ignore the cost of traversing the history graph in the �rst substep, thecost of ray-shooting queries, the cost of building and maintaining the ray-shootingstructures, and the cost of searching and updating the dictionary D. The remainingcost at each step is clearly proportional to the number of Voronoi faces killed orcreated at that step. (This also applies to the cost of updating the history graph,which follows from the fact that each node in the history graph has a bounded numberof parents, so the expected number of arcs in the history graph is proportional to theexpected number of nodes.) Hence, except for the items just excluded, the overallexpected running time of the rest of the algorithm is proportional to the total numberof faces ever created, which is O(ndd=2e).Let us now analyze the cost entailed in ray shooting. In dimension 2, there is noneed for ray shooting data structures, because we only need to shoot along slidingedges, which is trivial. If d � 3, the number of ray shooting queries is at most propor-tional to the number of vertices that the algorithm creates, and the total number ofsubfaces inserted into the ray-shooting structures is at most proportional to the totalnumber of subfaces of the new sliding faces. Each structure has at most d� 1 levels,which implies that the cost for each ray-shooting query is O(logd�1 n), and the costfor the construction and updating of the structures is O(logd�1 n) times the numberof faces. Hence, the total expected cost entailed in ray shooting is O(ndd=2e logd�1 n).Consider next the cost of handling the dictionary. In dimension 2, there is no needfor a dictionary. If d � 3, the number of operations (insertions and queries) performedin the dictionary D storing the sets of contact pairs of sliding faces is proportionalto the number of sliding faces (of all dimensions) that have been created. It followsthat the total expected cost entailed in handling the dictionary is O(ndd=2e log n).Finally, we estimate the expected cost of traversing the history graph. This can bedone using the notion of biregions, as in [4]. A biregion is de�ned as a pair of regionsthat can appear as a parent-child pair in the history graph. More precisely, a biregionis a pair (Ĉ1; Ĉ2), where Ĉ1, Ĉ2 are two placements of the hypercube, such that thereexists a subset S� of S and a site x 2 S nS� such that (i) Ĉ2 is a free rigid placementin the set S�[fxg and contains x on its boundary, (ii) Ĉ1 is a free rigid placement inthe set S�, which overlaps Ĉ2 and may or may not contain x in its interior, and either34



(iii.a) Ĉ1 and Ĉ2 share a common vertex and Ĉ2 is contained in Ĉ1, or (iii.b) Ĉ1 andĈ2 have the same size �, and there exists a seuqence Ĉ2 = Ĉ(1); Ĉ(2); : : : ; Ĉ(j) = Ĉ1of hypercube placements of size �, such that all of them are free in the set S�, eachplacement Ĉ(i+1) is obtained from the preceding placement Ĉ(i) by translation alongsome axis-parallel direction (during which the hypercube remains free), and Ĉ(i+1)has one more contact pair than Ĉ(i) (relative to the set S�).A site is said to be in conict with a biregion if it conicts with one of the tworegions forming the biregion (except for the site x that may have killed the parentregion and lies on the boundary of the child region). Then the total cost of thegraph traversals is at most proportional to the sum of the weights of the biregionsappearing in the history graph, where the weight of a biregion is the number of sitesin conict with it (recall that an edge of the history graph is traversed only whenthe new site is in conict with the parent region of the biregion corresponding to theedge). Using standard analysis, as in [4], one can show that the expected value of thissum of weights is O(Pnr=1 n�rr2 f�0 (r)), where f�0 (r) is the expected number of biregionswith no conicting site in a random sample of r sites. (This bound holds becausea biregion is de�ned in a purely local manner from a bounded number of `triggersites', which are the at most 2(d + 1) sites involved in the contact pairs of the tworegions. Moreover, any such set of trigger sites determines only a constant number(depending on d) of biregions, as follows from the above de�nition. This localitycondition implies the above bound, as follows easily from the analysis in [4] (see also[6]).) We have f�0 (r) = O(rdd=2e), since the expected number of regions appearingin the history graph of the sample is O(rdd=2e), and since each such region has O(1)parents. It therefore follows that the above cost is O(n log n+ ndd=2e). 28.2 Algorithm for simplicial Voronoi diagramsThe above algorithm can be adapted to yield a similar algorithm for simplicial Voronoidiagrams in any �xed dimension d. This algorithm is in fact much simpler, sincesimplicial Voronoi diagrams have only shrinking edges, and no sliding faces. Thusthere is no need for the dictionary and ray-shooting structures.As in the case of L1-Voronoi diagrams, we wish to avoid having to deal withunbounded Voronoi edges and faces. To do so, we initialize the construction with thediagram of some set S0 of a constant number of sentinel sites, construct the diagramof S 0 = S[S0, and then remove the sentinels of S0. The sentinels are the d+1 verticesof a simplex �̂00 obtained as follows: Consider a placement �̂0 of the simplex de�ningthe distance function, which contains the origin of the coordinate system, and let�̂00 be a homothetic copy of �̂ with a negative scaling factor, whose absolute value ischosen to be su�ciently large, so that the simplex �̂00 contains all the sites of S. (The�-Voronoi diagram of the vertices of �̂00 is illustrated in Figure 6 in the 2-dimensionalcase.) Each placement �̂, which intersects �̂00 and has a su�ciently large scalingfactor, contains one of the sentinels, which implies that each site of S has a boundedcell in Vor�(S 0). Each maximal free placement whose set of contact pairs includes only35



sites of S contains no sentinel, because it is contained in the placement �̂1, obtainedfrom �̂00 through a homothety with scale factor �2, which has one contact pair witheach sentinel. Thus it is easy to recover the Voronoi diagram Vor�(S) from Vor�(S 0).
sentinel sitesVoronoi verticesFigure 6: Initialization of a simplicial Voronoi diagramThe randomized analysis of this algorithm is the same as given above, except forthe cost of handling the dictionary and the ray-shooting structures, which is simplyignored. Hence we obtain:Theorem 8.8 Any simplicial Voronoi diagram of a set of n points in IRd in generalposition can be constructed on line in randomized expected time O(n log n+ ndd=2e).9 ConclusionIn this paper we have studied the complexity of Voronoi diagrams of point sets inhigher dimensions under certain special polyhedral convex distance functions, includ-ing simplicial distance functions and the L1 and L1 norms. We have obtained tightworst-case bounds for all the cases that we studied. Some of these bounds matchthe known maximum complexity of euclidean Voronoi diagrams, namely �(ndd=2e),lending support to the conjecture that this bound holds for fairly general cases ofVoronoi diagrams of point sites in higher dimensions, even though it is known not tohold for more general sites [1].For the simplicial and the L1 distance functions, we have presented e�cient on-line randomized algorithms, whose expected running times are, respectively,O(n log n+ndd=2e) and O(ndd=2e logd�1 n). The �rst algorithm is thus worst-case optimal, and thesecond is very close to being worst-case optimal.36
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